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Purple Bundle is composed by two different Ac-
qua plug-ins based on Core8, the revolutionary 
upgraded multithreading technology by Acustica.
It is an optimization of Core7 in terms of high per-
formance and introduces new important features:

-FIR-IIR algorithmic sidechain
-predisposition for FIR-IIR clipper

-dynamic loading

PURPLE M-5 AND PURPLE P-1 MAY ALSO BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY

core8



PURPLE M 5

INTRODUCTION

This is a vintage “iconic” passive equalizer. It’s an accurate emulation with 3- band mono mid-
range equalizer characterized by two boost bands and one dip band in the midrange region.
One of the most renowned studio equalizer ever, this EQ is coveted by producers for its ability to 
work on critical mid-frequency ranges thanks to its unique interaction between filters.

Use the PurpleM5 midrange equalizer to fine-tune this crucial frequency range in your mix-
es, while injecting unmistakable vintage vibe. The M5 exists for everything between 200Hz and 
7kHz. That’s where your vocal tracks are most vibrant, where your guitars have girth and body, 
and  where mixes can either shine or fall flat. In classic vintage EQ fashion, you get two bands of 
midrange boost and one attenuation band….All you need to add amazing mojo to any track with 
the PurpleM5 midrange equalizer.

PurpleM5 is sampled from sought after gear revered for its ability to improve the sound of audio 
even when passing signal through it; equalizers like the M5 are the stuff of legend. You’ve heard 
them on countless hits. Rare vintage units cost a pretty penny (if you can even find one in good 
condition). Instead, we offer you a faithful emulation. Now you can grace your recordings with the 
sweet sound of the M5: a genuine EQ!

Long story short, a detailed, vibrant, rich midrange is what separates world-class mixes from the 
rest. It’s where most of the sonic excitement of your mix lives, and the M5 gives you two bands 
of boost and one attenuation band to shape it just right. The sound is amazing, and with a little 
experimentation you’ll be enhancing vocal intelligibility and beefing up guitars with incredibly 
musical results.
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PURPLE M 5 OPERATION

5

In/out 
This knob allows to bypass the Preamp of the plug-in.
Bypass 
This button/led control sets the plug-in operative or bypassed.
Input Trim
It sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB (from 0 to 10), and is used to control the signal level 
inside the Eq, the output level is than automatically compensated by the same amount of gain.
At the first execution of the plug-in, input is set to ensure that you feed an appropriate level from 
the first stage of your signal path to the final one.
LowMid Frequency 
Frequencies for LowMid Boost: 200 Hz, 300 Hz, 500 Hz, 700 Hz, 1000 Hz.
Default
200 Hz
LowMid Peak 
Low Bell Boost Equalization steps from 0dB to 11dB.
Default
0
Mid Frequency 
Frequencies for Mid Cut: 200 Hz, 300 Hz, 500 Hz, 700 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1.5 kHz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 
5 kHz, 7 kHz.
Default
200 Hz
Mid Attenuation
Mid Bell Cut Equalization steps from 0dB to 11dB.
Default
0
HiMid Frequency 
Frequencies for HiMid Boost: 1.5 kHz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz.
Default
1.5 kHz
HiMid Peak 
Mid Bell Boost Equalization steps from 0dB to 11dB.
Default
0
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SNARE SAUTE

Ingredients
. 1 pre-recorded snare drum. Make certain that 
snare is fresh and not over-cooked (freshness 
and food-purity is essential to proper nutri-
tional bliss and gastronomical elation!)
. 1 completed drum kit recording, mix-ready
. 1 M5 equalizer

Turn any mediocre snare into a snazzy and 
delicious Snare Saute! Everyone loves a snare 
with enough heft and snap but still doesn’t 
compete with other menu elements. This is a 
perfect compliment for any meal that has a 
drum kit included.

Directions:
Pre-heat a DAW on medium to medium-high heat.
When the it is hot enough to make the mix sizzle a little, load an instance of the M5 and quickly 
add snare part. Having the snare hit the high heat is critical to locking in the flavors and juici-
ness.
With snare playing (and while playing it in the context of the entire kit or even mix), stir in some 
high-mids (start with 3kHz, but some recipes will “pop” more with a different setting….Cooking a 
mix is fun and adventurous, so EXPERIMENT with FLAVORS). 
After adding the high-mids, keep the snare moving in the pan...The flavors blend quickly and it 
will soon start to sizzle!
Now that things are sufficiently hot and searing, you may want/need to add some girth AND 
clean up some excess heaviness….If so, try slowly adding some 200Hz, stirring in. Simultaneously 
mix in some attenuation at 300Hz until the flavor is big yet snappy.  You will know when you have 
found the right ratio because it is MAGIC, the snare comes to life without getting in the way. You 
will applaud yourself at this mastery, and anyone who tastes this delicious concoction will marvel 
at the delicacy.

Serve while hot. 

Remember this recipe, it can also be used (when modified) for other dishes such as various per-
cussion instruments, some vocals, brass….almost anything you can imagine MIGHT taste amaz-
ing using these ingredients...Just try it for yourself!
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CREAMY VOCAL BAKE

Ingredients
. 1 medium-well recorded vocal track (male, 
female, or any derivative will do)
. Complimentary tracks to accompany vocal 
(although this can be served as a light entree, I 
suppose)
. 1-2 pounds of critical listening skills
. 1 M5 equalizer

Dishing up vocals can be tricky. A perfect 
creamy vocal bake is an easy yet scrumptious 
way to serve up vocals. This simple but elegant 
recipe will fool your friends and family into 
thinking you are a world class mixing chef (if 
you are not already...ha ha)

Directions:
Before starting, pre-heat the session to medium-high to high heat. Don’t be afraid to let things 
get very very hot before starting.
Using the well pre-heated session, add entire portion of M5 to vocal track. Make sure the preamp 
is engaged, we ant full flavor this time.
Play audio and engage the critical listening...how does the vocal part sit in the mix? Is it tasty or 
bland? Does it command attention or lack luster? Start stirring the mix vigorously while adding 
some low-mids tot he vocals. There is no magic frequency for this, each chef needs to determine 
what is needed here. Things like range of vocals (male or female? Alto or baritone?) will be the 
big factors to listen for.

For an example, let’s say our ingredient is male and it is not too low. For this to be maybe more 
delicious we could stir in a few cups of  500Hz to heat things up. But before things get too warm 
and “in your face”, quickly stir in a 1/3 ratio of attenuation of the same frequency. (This IS similar 
to the Low End Secret Sauce, by the way. The more you cook the more you will notice that many 
mixes use the same “rules” but configured differently)
Now that the vocal is tasting warm and inviting, we can add some zest by stirring in a large dose 
of high’s. Lets blend in3-5 decibels of 5kHz. Wow, now it zings!
Once you can hear that the musical food is well-prepared, succulent, and irresistibly delicious, 
fold that back into the session that you have kept hot all of this time.
Do a final mix of the entire batch and serve fresh.
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BASS BOTTOM BRULEE

Ingredients
. 1 tasteful pre-recorded bass or bass-oriented 
track (bass guitar, bass synth, or even tuba 
would work for this recipe)
. 1 M5 equalizer

This is a recipe for a thick but precise brulee, 
often used for dipping your favorite snacks 
and songs into. This can have some serious 
thickness while retaining a clean, crisp, snap-
py after-taste. Perfect when the rest of the meal 
is complex and full-flavored!

Directions:
After bass part is thoroughly cooked, combine bass and M5 and let them naturally blend for a 
few minutes. This allows their flavors to mix subtly before adding more ingredients.
Assuming that the bass is already bass-heavy, we want to judiciously start mixing in some “dip” 
flavoring. I suggest using the 300Hz (but as with all of my recipes, I encourage you to experiment 
with the other flavors available)

Keep blending while stirring the entire mix, paying attention to the way the bass is still thick 
and creamy while getting less and less consuming (if all is going as intended, of course!) While 
continuing to stir in the ingredients, taste the mix often to note when the flavor is “cleaner” but 
still has “oomph”

You may notice that to get the flavor “clean” enough, there may suddenly be a very small lack of 
“pep” or “bite”. If this happens, have no fear….We merely add some high-mids to the mix by stir-
ring in some high-mids form the first band. The 1000Hz (same as 1kHz) setting is usually tasty 
and effective. But use your cooks inner-sense, experiment with other high-mid flavors until the 
flavor is just right.

Since this is a Brulee, keep blending and mixing with different ratios of the ingredients until it 
is a thick yet crisp consistency. Pout this into a large bowl (or multiple smaller bowls) and serve 
with your favorite mixes.
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PURPLE P 1

This EQ is still popular for accenting the desired frequencies without altering close frequencies, 
always being soft even when used for large boosts or cuts.

This modern software emulation gives you a legendary tube EQ that can give your tracks the 
massive bass, silky air, and addictive warmth that made this a studio standard. Some say that it 
sounds like magic, its well thought out features can make any audio sound richer.

The two-band design basically gives you flexible low shelving, along with broad-bandwidth mid-
range peak control. Because the boost and attenuate controls work independently you can use 
“the trick” to add weight to the bass region while also notching a bit above the cutoff point, by 
boosting and attenuating at the same time (try it on kick drum and you’ll never look back). On 
the high-frequencies, you can set separate ranges for the boost and attenuation. 
Using this technique, you can boost at 12kHz and cut at 5k, adding “air” to a track without in-
creasing presence.
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PURPLE P 1 OPERATION

In/out 
This knob allows to bypass the Preamp of the plug-in.
Bypass 
This switch control sets the plugin operative or bypassed.
Input Trim
It sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB (from 0 to 11), and is used to control the signal level 
inside the Eq, the output level is than automatically compensated by the same amount of gain.
At the first execution of the plug-in, input is set to ensure that you feed an appropriate level from 
the first stage of your signal path to the final one.
High Attenuation
Fixed Frequency Shelf Cut Equalization from 0dB to 11dB. Increasing the “Attenuation” control 
reduces the wide shelf high frequencies.
High Boost
High Bell Boost Equalization steps from 0dB to 11dB.
Frequencies for High Boost: 3kHz, 4kHz, 5kHz, 8kHz, 10kHz, 12kHz and 16kHz (designated as 
KCS, meaning KiloCycles per Second).
The High Boost Plug-In has a “Q” Bandwidth control. 
High Boost/Cut
Simultaneous Boost and Cut on a single controller from 0dB to 11db.
Fixed Shelf Cut Frequency with Simultaneous Bell Boost Frequencies: 3kHz, 4kHz, 5kHz, 8kHz, 
10kHz, 12kHz and 16kHz (designated as KCS, meaning KiloCycles per Second).
The High Boost/Cut Plug-In has a “Q” Width control. 
Low Attenuation
Low Shelf Frequency Cut Equalization from 0dB to 11dB.
Frequencies for Cut: 20Hz, 30Hz, 60Hz, and 100Hz (designated as CPS, meaning Cycles per 
Second).
Low Boost
Low Shelf Frequency Boost Equalization from 0dB to 11dB.
Frequencies for Boost: 20Hz, 30Hz, 60Hz, and 100Hz (designated as CPS, meaning Cycles per 
Second).
Low Boost/Cut
Low Shelf Simultaneous Boost and Cut Equalization from 0dB to 11dB.
Frequencies for Simultaneous Boost and Cut: 20Hz, 30Hz, 60Hz, and 100Hz (designated as CPS, 
meaning Cycles per Second).
Banwidth (Broad/Sharp)
Similar to the “Q” control, this knob is used to select the Q shape of the High Boost/Cut section 
of the Plug-In. This bandwidth control is variable from sharp to broad.
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FELONIOUS PUNK'S LOW END
SECRET SAUCE

Ingredients
. 1 P1 equalizer
. Any audio source that can benefit from some 
sonic magic in the low to low-mid range (bass, 
kick drum, brass, guitars, even some vocals 
and keys).
. Desire to seriously kick some bass-ass.

This is a thick and savory sauce that can be 
used with almost anything. It is satisfying yet 
sometimes still subtle, and can be applied very 
liberally. Often there can be much more of this 
sauce than one would expect...It’s THAT tasty 
and magic.

Directions:
Choose the audio source that you want to add the sauce to. This could be anything, and this sauce 
can be added to multiple things...Only you set your own limits with this recipe.
Add a fully cooked P1 to track. Be careful to not burn yourself (always use safe-handling habits 
while cooking with the P1...things can get hot).
Depending on source ingredient, start stirring in generous amounts of low-end boost. Stop at 
about 5 decibels and carefully taste.

If satisfied with the thickness of the bass sauce, now add similar amounts of attenuation. While 
stirring this in, pay attention to how it cleans up some of the “flab” without robbing the sauce of 
the great flavor you added by boosting.
Carefully experiment with the ratios of boosting and attenuating, this simple combination is 
deceptively powerful and delicious (never underestimate the magic in simplicity and grace with 
recipes).

When the sauce has the right huge taste while still retaining the delicate clean low end, try sea-
soning to taste with the high frequencies. A little CAN go a long way, but sometimes you can pour 
in the highs by the cupful!

Serve on your favorite mix (any and all!). As said before this sauce goes with almost anything!
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GRILLED KICK -KABOBS

Ingredients
. 1 pre-mic’ed drum kit
. 1 drummer, preferably one with groove
. 1 P1 equalizer

This is a clever and simple recipe for you grille 
enthusiasts! This will help transform a decent 
kick drum sound into a fat and delicious sonic 
force.

Directions:
After drums have been pre-cooked in the DAW, separate the kick from the rest of the dish.
With the solo’ed kick drum in a mixing bowl, open your P1 and add to track.
Add a generous amount of 60Hz to taste. Remember, this is where the low-end flavor comes 
from, it’s where the “kick” gets it’s name!

While blending the 60Hz, start sprinkling in some attenuation, paying attention to the recipes 
texture and consistency.
If 60Hz doesn’t taste right, or if it doesn’t go with the rest of the meal, try using a different fre-
quency. Cooking a song is an individual journey and expression!
After you are satisfied with the “oomph” of the kick, try sprinkling 2-4 (or more!) decibels of some 
high-mids. I start with 3kHz, but as with all of my recipes, I encourage you to taste while you go 
and make decisions based on your own desires.

After this is all seasoned to taste, put kick drum onto skewers and grille until hot and tasty. 
Best served while still fresh.

Enjoy!
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GUITAR CRUNCH HOT  DISH

Ingredients
. 1 or more electric guitars (for this recipe 
either single-coil or humbucker pickups will 
work)
. 1 or more guitar amplifiers set for distortion 
(the use of distortion pedals is acceptable if 
amplifier is a “clean-only” sort)
. 1 guitar player
. 1 P1 equalizer

This is a quick and tasty snack best served hot. 
It can be added to almost anything that you 
can think of.  Truly something to sink your 
teeth into.

Directions:
Track 1 or more guitar parts at any sample-rate. Record as many parts as the project needs. Re-
member to have fun and be expressive!
After recording, slowly stir in an instance of the P1 to a guitar track. 
Listen to the guitar part in the mix. Does it have crunch? Bite? Heft? Sizzle? 
Add 1 or 2 decibels of 100Hz frequency on the low band. 
Now carefully start poring in some Attenuation of the low frequency band….things are starting 
to sound tasty, right?

While listening to the part and how it interacts with the song, keep adding both the boost and 
the attenuate (and keep stirring!) until the low end of the guitar has girth yet is not too overpow-
ering. And feel free to experiment with the frequency selection, there is never only one correct 
setting!

After you are satisfied with the texture and flavor of the guitar’s low end, add some high fre-
quencies until it has the right sizzle for your tastes (I like to start with 5kHz, but I every cook has 
their own style and flair). Experiment with the bandwidth, this can affect the flavor. And always 
attenuate to taste!

Bake at a high heat and serve while hot.
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SEARED TWO BUSS MENAGERIE

Ingredients
. 1 tfinal mix that you are comfortable with.
. 1 DAW that has been simmering for most of a day
. Eager ears awaiting the serving of this new masterpiece
. 1 P1 equalizer
. 1 M5 equalizer

I assume that now that you are reading this 
you have worked your way through all of the 
recipes. Have you learned anything about the 
magic world of cooking? Have you amassed 
some skills as an audio chef? Let’s hope so be-
cause this final recipe tries to tie together some 
of the cuisine skills you have learned from 
the other recipes. If you still lack confidence, 
you can either come back to this or do what 
I would do….try the recipe anyway! Nothing 
ventured, nothing gained.
This recipe attempts to add some finesse and 
fine-tuned flavors to an entire mix meal. 

Directions:
Open up session and let heat up gradually
Carefully add M5 and P1 and let warm up to temperature of mix
Using some of the critical listening skills we discussed earlier, make decisions about the overall 
balance and flavor of the mix. Is there any spice or seasoning missing? Have you added enough 
low end with the ingredients earlier? How much sizzle is there? How much sizzle do you want to 
mask?
For fun, using the P1 add a small amount of LOW, like 20 or 30Hz. This is not bombastic cooking 
now, we are dealing with enhancements and tasteful flavorings. So add maybe 1-2 decibels of this 
low end.
Now add equal or near-equal amounts of the attenuating the same frequency that you boosted. 
This should give the food a poignant kick in the gut while still behaving in the mix.
Depending on how much of everything you have added while you were assembling the base in-
gredients for this, stir in some high sparkle, I’d go with the 10kHz. 
Pay attention to how this affects the rest of the dish and use the bandwidth parameter to give this 
a snappy flavor that can still stay out of the way if and when that is needed. 
Chances are, this lovely dish would benefit from possibly a tiny addition of high-end attenuation.



HOT AND SPICY BBQ VOCALS

Ingredients
. 1 P1 equalizer
. 1 M5 equalizer (for sauce)
. pre-made spicy vocals

In this oven-baked version of the classic fried 
vocal part, a small eq treatment combined with 
a broiling analog signal path crisps up the au-
dio and leaves the vocal tender and juicy. Fol-
low this with a low-mids sauce dip and you are 
guaranteed a delightful warm flavor.

Directions:
Prepare low-mids dipping sauce by having M5 ready but set to flat for now
Combine vocals with generous amounts of P1, accenting the highs
You can temper the intense spiciness by slightly attenuating the extreme highs, but a little is all 
you need (we still want it to zing!)
Gently toss the vocals in some low boosts and low attenuation, making sure each are evenly 
spread. This is very important for the recipe to give you the heft that you crave.
Broil vocals in pre-heated DAW for as long as it takes for them to become tasty and hot.
Now for the low-mids dipping sauce-With the warmed up M5, slowly add some low-mids attenu-
ation, applying liberally while continually tasting to ensure that you don’t rob the music meat of 
too much warmth. Feel free to try some high mids with the M5 here, it just may compliment the 
highs you cooked into things with the P1. The “right” amount is when you still can taste the lows 
but have removed the cloudy flavor.
Mix all Ingredients until vocals are completely covered in this blend of analog goodness and 
righteous tube flavor. 
Add any left-over sauce as needed until everything tastes perfect in the context of the meal. Your 
vocal delicacy should have enough spiciness to get your attention, enough warmth to be savory 
and satisfying, but also with enough clarity to not overshadow the other more delicate flavors 
that you worked so hard to mix into this meal.
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Try 20kHz, but keep the attenuation to small numbers (a little can go a long way)
Now with the M5, you can clean up the mud if needed. Maybe try a pinch of boost at 200Hz and 
a pinch of dip at 300Hz. This will not work for all recipes, but it’s a great start.
After all of this mixing and tasting, does the food still need any more presence? If so, dial in some 
high-mids from the M5 band we still have not used. 
Season to taste and serve to the masses!
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CONTENTS
1. System Requirements And Package Contents

1.1. Sampling Process
The sampling process has been performed by Acustica. The unit was sampled with mastering 
quality converters, using a method which takes considerably more time than the normal sam-
pling standard. This method is of benefit to the entire audio spectrum.
Two sample rates are provided with PURPLE; the native sample frequency was 96 kHz. The 44.1 
kHz, 48 kHz, 88.2 kHz
frequencies were derived from the native one by a down-sampling and up-sampling process. 
This method avoids any negative sample rate conversion (SRC) artifacts when matching project 
different
sample rates and also helps in project loading times.

1.2. Sampling Requirements

(1) Intel i7 generation 6 or newer is recommended.
(2) 3840x2160 UHDTV is also supported.

WINDOWS OSX

O p e r a t i n g 
System

CPU

RAM

HDD/SDD

Screen
Resolution

Audio Host

Minimum MinimumRecommended Recommended

Windows 7

Dual Core

1024 x 768
(XGA)

1024 x 768
(XGA)

4 GB

VST2/AAX
32 bits

VST/AU/AAX
32 bits

1000 MB

4 GB

Windows 10

Latest multicore
CPU (1)

1920x1080
(HDTV) (2)

16 GB 
to 128 GB

16 GB 
to 128 GB

OSX 10.8

Dual Core

OSX 10.11

Latest multicore
CPU (1)

1000 MB 1000 MB 1000 MB

1920x1080
(HDTV) (2)

VST2/AAX
64 bits

VST/AU/AAX
64 bits
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2. Product Installation
2.1 Introduction
Acqua Effects plug-ins are build in an installer setup for Windows and OSX. Installer setup con-
tain plug-in files and system files. Run OS X (1) or Windows (2) installer depending on your OS 
and your audio host plug-in formats supported. During the installation, use a true administrator 
account or make your OS understand you have a user account with full administrator privilege. 
If you don’t understand what we are talking about, please contact your system administrator for 
more information.

. In VST-AU OSX installer, Skin and Vector files are shared between AU and VST format and are 
installed in Acustica (VST 32 bits) folder.
. In AAX OSX installer, Skin and Vector files are not shared with other formats and/or architec-
tures due a limitation of the AAX format. Co-installation of Pro Tools 10 (32 bits) and Pro Tools 
11/12 (64 bits) it is not possible.
. In VST Windows installers, Skin and Vector files are not shared between VST 32 bits and VST 
64 bits.
. In AAX OSX installer, Skin and Vector files are not shared with other formats and/or architec-
tures due a limitation of the AAX format. Co-installation of Pro Tools 10 (32 bits) and Pro Tools 
11/12 (64 bits) it is not possible.

1.3. Sampling rate
- 44,1 kHz
- 48 kHz
- 88,2 kHz
- 96 kHz
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3. Product Authorization

3.1 Introduction
Acustica Audio products use a protection based into challenge-response authentication system 
that need to main steps: computer identification creation and Computer Identification on-line 
request.
3.2. Computer Identification creation
Run your audio/video host and create a new session (avoid templates). Your Acqua Effect plug-
in should be scanned, detected, and added into the available list of plug-ins. Load your Acqua 
Effect plug-in and you will see a message asking for authorization. A computer Intensification file 
(PURPLEM5.SER/PURPLEP1.SER) will be created into your Acustica/Acustica64 or Components 
folder depending which format are you using in your audio/video host application.

If your audio/video host refuse to create Acqua Effect plug-in Computer Identification file, try 
it again running it as true administrator with administrator privilege. If you don’t understand 
what we are talking about, please contact your system administrator for more information.
3.3 Computer Identification
file path in OS X
- VST plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica (fixed path)
- VST plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica64 (fixed path)
- AU plug-in folder 32 and 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
- AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/(fixed 
path)
- AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/ (fixed 
path)
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3.4 Computer Identificacion file path in Windows

VST plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica\ (not fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica64\ (not fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed 
path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path)
File name: depends on the product or bundle.
Extension: .SER.

3.5 Computer Identification on-line request

Go to Acustica Audio website, Customer Area, Dashboard, Authorize Products. Browse to your 
Computer Identification file (PURPLEM5.SER/PURPLEP1.SER) and select to upload. 

Our Global Key Generator will create your authorization in three minutes and you will receive 
an email with your authorization attached, also Global Key Generator will deposit a copy of your 
(authorization) into My Licenses section in your Dashboard as an on-line backup.
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4. Online Authorization Request
Browse to your computer ID file (PURPLEM5.SER/PURPLEP1.SER) created in Acustica/Acusti-
ca64 folder(s),
Components folder, AAX Plug-ins folder, depending which format are you using, and upload it
in Acustica Audio website, Customer Area, Dashboard, Authorize Products.
Our Global Key Generator will create your personal key in three minutes and you will receive
an email with your personal key and also GKG (Global Key Generator) will add a copy of your
license into My Licenses section in your Dasboard as an on-line backup.
IMPORTANT: Try with different browsers if you have any trouble with computer ID file upload
.
NOTE: Do not try multiple uploads of your computer ID file (PURPLEM5.SER/PURPLEP1.SER) 
after each request, wait at least 3 minutes.

4.1 License installation
After creating your license file, our Global Key Generator will send you an message to your reg-
istered email address with your license file compressed in zip format attached. Decompress your 
license file and move to the corresponding path depending the format you might use. Product 
will unlock after you move the license file to the correct folder.

4.2 License file path in OS X
VST plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica (fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica64 (fixed path)
AU plug-in folder 32 and 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/ (fixed 
path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/(fixed 
path)
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4.3 License file path in Windows
VST plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica\ (not fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica64\ (not fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed 
path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path).
File name: depends on the product or bundle.
Extension: .AUT.
Note: our Global Key Generator will deposit a copy of your Computer Identification and of your 
License in your Dashboard, My Licenses section as an on-line backup.

4.4 Installations paths

4.4.1 OS X paths:
VST plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica (fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica64 (fixed path)
AU plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
AU plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins (fixed 
path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins (fixed 
path)

4.4.2 Windows paths:
VST plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica\ (recommended path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica64\ (recommended path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed 
path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path)
It also recommend
- Do not resume downloads.
- Disable any anti-virus and/or anti-malware.
- Disable OSX gatekeeper.
- Disable Windows smart screen.
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ENJOY THE PURPLE FAMILY!
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